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The Josephson current in an,S-.F-S junction is calculated for a short weak link.

The current amplitude depends in an oscillatory manner on the exchange freld of

the pure ferromagnetic metal. When certain conditions are satisfied in a

superconducting ring with an ^s-r-.s junction, the energy minimum of the

system corresponds to the state with spontaneous current and magnetic flux.

PACS numbers: 74.50. + r,74.44. ik

In standard ,S-1/,S Josephson junctions the oscillatory dependence of the current

on the magnetic field is a consequence of the interference of the phases of the elec-

trons of a Cooper pair, which are determined by the vector potential. We shall show

that this interference appears in a superconductor-pure ferromagnetic metal-super-

conductor junction, but in this case the phases of the electrons in tlte Cooper pair are

determined by the exchange field of the ferromagnetic metal. The ,S-F-.S junctions

can therefore be used to investigate exchange fields in pure ferromagtetic metals.

We shall examine an S-F-S junction with the geometry strown in Fig. l, which

corresponds to the ODSEE model.l We assume that the thickness I of the ferro'

magnet and its transverse dimension are small compared with the superconducting

correlation length €o and with the electron mean free path length l, i.e., L 11d
(!o (/. We also assume that the effective electron-phonon interaction parameter

of the BCS model is equal to zerc in the ferromagnet. To describe the system, we

use the Eulenberger equations with singlet pairing df eleqtrons
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where the x axis is chosen as shown in Fig. l. Inside the superconductors I and 3

the Weiss exchange field /r = 0 and the order parameter A(x) in regions I and 3 is

equal to lalexp(xigl2), where g is the phase difference at the junction. Inside the

ferromagnetic metal we find A(x) = g. We shall examine a one'domain sample, i.e',

the field h is constant in region 2. We also assume that ft )A, andh))vp ll
where up is the Fermi velocity of the electrons, which we assume, for simplicity,

is the same in the superconductors and ferromagtetic metal. The condition h) vp

/ rnakes it possible to ignore electron scattering by impurities. In the derivation of

Eqs. (l) in region 2 we take account of the fact that in the Hamiltonian for the elec-

( + in - -,,L*) r,',= t*(x)sl), a=zrr( . +),
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trons there is the exchange interaction hrl/* (r) o lQ),where 7 are the Pauli ma-

t r ices,and0*andry 'areelectronoperators.  In th isregionthegfunct iondescr ibes

the electron motion with projection of the spin (-1r5) on the axis parallel to /t. The

influence of the magnetic field on the electron motion results in the replacement of

9 by the gradient-invariant phase difference.

The solution of Eqs. (l) in region I and 3 has the form of an exponential func-

tion with the exponents 0, tSr/lZrcl, and S) = ,/e +F In region 2 we find

^  
- 2  

1 u + i h ) x / v ,  2 ( a + i h ) x l v  
x

f 2 (  x )  = C s e  f i ( x )  = C o e  7

whereC6 andCj are constants. Taking into account the boundedness of the func-

tions / and /+ at infinity and their continuity at the boundaries of regions | , 2 and

2,3,we determine the function g'(.,rt). By using it we can easily calculate the

current 1.(p) that flows through the contact:

FIG. 1. Regions 1 and 3 are superconductors,
2 is a normal ferromagnetic metal, and L and d
are the thickness and transverse dimension of the
ferromagnet respectively. The shaded area is an
insulator.
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where a=2lhV, fvp, andR1,' is- the resistance of the weak link in the normal state.
The familiar expression fcn the Josephson current in a short, weak ,S-i/-S link follows

from Eq. (3) for a = 0.1'2

The current Is(p,a) oscillates as a function of ,p and c. The Is(p,a) dependence

is simplified near 7", where

nLz -  dy
I " ( s ,a )  =  -  F (a )s in  q ,  F (a ) :  a2  I  i ; cosy .
s  " '  

kRNT o  / '

As a result of varying a, the function F(o) oscillates and passes through zero, and

F(o) = -rin ala for a )) l. The oscillations of the maximum critical current 1" as a

function of o are preserved in the region T 117";however, since the relative varia-

t ionsof thequant i ty l "aresmal ler , i tdoesnotvanish.  In thel imi t ingcaseofadi r ty

ferromagnetic metal hllvpll the oscillations vanish over the entire temperature

region.
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the maximum Josephson current on the temperature in an S-f'-S junction
for theparameters,T"x4 K,@=10K,hox 300K,anduF-2X l0t  cm/sec(shownschemat i -
cally).

The oscillations of the maximum current as a function of c can be detected ex-
perimentally from the temperature dependence of 1", since the exchange field in
the ferromagnet changes with the temperature. We shall examine a ferromagnetic

with a RKKI interaction and a Curie point @. For this case, fts = 1/@ep ,where ep

is the Fermi energy in the ferromagnetic metal, and fte is the exchange field at Z=0.

Setting €F - | eY,T"x4K,@< 10 K, and L x l0-3 cm, we find large, nonmono'

tonic variations of the current 1" by changing the temperature by about 0.5 K. Fig-

ure 2 shows sdrematically the I"(T) dependence for the parameters T"N 4 K,

@t l0  K,hsx300 K,  andvp=2X lO7 cm/sec.

We note that a closed superconducting ring with an S-f'-.S junction inserted into

it has a spontaneous current and magretic flux in the ground state if F(a) ( 0 and
the ring inductance is sufficiently large.3
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